Akira Kasai
DIVINE
1

a maiden’s deliberate truthfulness
a king’s arrogance
a sigh putting on make up.

he uses words like striking lighting,

to generate a second of thought his pupils twitch in all directions,

but in front of the
he bows his head.
So long ago did the feeling of hate evaporate...
me to describe Tatsumi Hijikata.

1

Akira Kasai, Tatsumi Hijikata no (kami) Ishiki, published in
translators Daisuke Kurihara and Gabriella Sacco. [Ed.]
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Eguchi; I went to see the performance because I was told that Jean
Hijikata.
On stage there was a bare-chested man with black trousers, short

pure movement,
pure movement like sharp blade pierced
Hijikata himself: rose colored dance, darkness, dream of an embryo,
, heresy of heresy, corpse
who stays standing with all its strength.
The instantaneousness of the movement was such that it didn’t
allow imitations, reproductions, revisions: it couldn’t even be made a
In that pure movement life and death, assertion and denial kept their
precarious balance on the sides of the same scale.
In Anma
pure movement found its solid base
juban [traditional undergarments] inside

no hanran (Hijikata Tatsumi and the Japanese: Rebellion of the

ambiguous relationship with the word – something that allowed him to

DOSSIER BUTOH-FU
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Yameru maihime (The Ailing Dancer):
it is a butoh space
realised through the word.
«See, insects live even without breathing. Look at that lopsided
reincarnations».
There is no doubt that the book beginning with these words was
in the language of peasants we’ll see that the reader can end up in a
peculiar dimension. It is Hijikata’s pure movement that seems to infuse
new life into the Japanese language.
I danced in La maison de Monsieur Shibusawa performed in
Tomato at

«when that person appears in the village, the blacksmith goes back to
being a blacksmith, the priest goes back to being a priest, the cook goes
back to being a cook: there is no other choice».
The person
craftsman – god. The god that Hijikata met
in this world was almost a craftsman. When the dancer appears, the
gods can do nothing else than regain their original form. It is the gods

that moment there was nothing to drink, it was past midnight. Hijikata
«Shibusawa is God, Shibusawa is God…». «What?» I replied, but the
conversation ended there. Half an hour later Hijikata made the wine
Johnnie Walker black label.
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craftsman named Shibusawa». The phrase «teenage craftsman» can also
become «teenage emperor» or «teenage god». Later, while spending
time at Meguro’s studio, I couldn’t help letting this thought rise inside
of Hijikata would transform into form and method inside of me.

